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Games

set of all players

set of all strategy profiles

payoff function

example: prisoners dilemma

{ P1, P2 }

{ C, D } x { C, D }

3, 0

0, 3

* normal form * extensive form

(C, D) -> (0, 3)
(D, C) -> (3, 0)

0,3 3,0 1,1

(D, D) -> (1, 1)

1, 1

2, 2

2, 2

(C, C) -> (2, 2)



Games

some kinds of games:

simultaneous vs. sequential

perfect vs. imperfect information

symmetric vs. asymmetric payoffs

cooperative vs. non-cooperative

complete vs. incomplete information



Nash Equilibria

argmax

argmaxy =

x =

(x, y)

Nash's Existence Theorem

let a mixed strategy be a probability distribution over possible strategies

then every game with a finite number of players and finitely many strategies has at least one Nash equilibrium

i.e. no player has an incentive to change their action

y*

x*
q(x*, y)

q(x, y*)



Open Games

motivation: build larger games from smaller ones

question: what happens to Nash equilibria as we compose?

game A game B

context / payoffs

idea 1: treat a game as a morphism, so composition of morphisms lead to larger games

action/observations



Open Games

idea 2: treat players of the game as themselves games

idea 3: treat the environment as another game

idea 4: the environment of game A can be game B, and the environment of game B can be game A

idea 5: the environment can change, i.e. different contexts yield different payoffs

idea 6: every game computes its own best responses to every strategy profile



Open Games

A monoidal category is a category with:

An operation defined on morphisms

f      g :   A      B -> C      D

An operation on pairs of objects A, B that produces a new object A     B

and isomorphisms

(A     B)      C   A     (B      C)

An object I called the "monoidal unit"

I     A       A

A     I       A



Open Games

An open system can be defined on monoidal categories as a string diagram

Objects of the category become strings and morphisms become boxes

There are parallel and sequential compositions



Open Games

prisoner's dilemma as an open game

is a composition of 3 smaller games



Open Games

:                               the play function

:                                     the coplay function

:                                                               best response function

Defn. An open game is a tuple G = (                            )

Let X be a set of observations, Y be a set of choices,

:    the set of strategy profiles

 R a value of "utility", and S a value of "coutility"



Open Games

G : ( X, S ) -> ( Y, R )

The backwards arrow is a feature of lenses

Open games are morphisms in a symmetric monoidal category

Given utility R from another game, G computes a new coutility S



Edgeworth Boxes

represent the space of all allocations as a square, called the Edgeworth Box.

Amount of commodity A that P1 owns

Amount of commodity A that P2 owns

Amount of commodity B 

that P1 owns

Amount of commodity B

that P2 owns

0 N

In a two-commodity, two-owner system, assuming a finite quantity denoted by N, we can

N 0



Edgeworth Box

Assuming that each player is willing to give up x amount of A for y amount of B

on our box

without loss of overall utility, then we define an infinite set of indifference curves



Pareto Optimality

the set of points where two indifference curves are tangent forms the contract curve

this defines the set of Pareto optimal allocations

one can generalize the contract curve into a higher-dimensional surface, called a market "core"



Competitive Equilibrium

endowment of commodities E_m, and a price map p : C -> R_+, an

equilibrium allocation x is one where no trader could buy and sell his 

way into a more preferable commodity bundle, and (p, x) is considered a

"competitive equilibrium"

Given a set of commodity C, a set of traders M, each with an initial



Competitive Equilibrium

(Aumann, 1964) shows that in a "continuous market" (a market with infinite traders),

the set of core allocations are the same as those in the set of competitive equilibria.



Sheaves

a presheaf is a functor from X^op to Y

a sheaf is a presheaf in which matching intersections yield a corresponding gluing of sections



Sheaves

e
U

p

q

F(U)

A functor F from X^op to Y is a sheaf if, for every open set U of X

F is an equalizer for pairs of functions p, q in the above



Sheaves of Prices?

Let E, P be open games called exchange and production

where the context of each agent in each game is determined by valorization

Let X be a "space" of markets comprised of such pairs of games, then a pre-sheaf of prices

assigns to every game a competitive equilibria of commodities to its players and a pricing map

such that restrictions of the pre-sheaf correspond to inclusions of games

does there exist a non-empty sheaf of prices?



Pareto optimality https://policonomics.com/pareto-optimal/

ArXiv:1603.04641 [Cs], February 15, 2018. http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.04641.
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